
 

  

   

    

     

      

       

        

         
        

May 2016        
        

Dow 18,000… Again. What Should I Do About Risk?        
        

Last May, I wrote a letter to our clients titled, Dow 18,000, What Should I Do about Risk?         

Little did I know when I wrote that, we had hit the peak of the market for 2015 and stock market prices 

would start to unravel within a couple months thereafter. I discussed how to think about investment risk 

including some minor strategies and some major strategies to try and reduce and mitigate investment risk 

in our portfolios. (You can find it here; 

http://static.contentres.com/media/documents/402978c3e2444274-aac1-08af961e003a.pdf )    

I'm happy to say that many families followed our advice last spring and we saw a number of folks take 

investment distributions and use it to buy new cars, go on vacations, remodel their homes, pay off debt, 

and gift money as a direct result of the suggestions from our last newsletter.        

Here we are in spring 2016, and as I am writing this the Dow is touching 18,000 again. You could make 

an argument that the stock markets always recover from downturns. That would be true, and as a 

longtime investment advisor and a lifelong investor, I do believe that history lesson with all my heart.     
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However there are some troubling things happening right now that make me a little worried; the recent 

rapid climb in gold prices, the new negative interest rate policy, and the continual decline in corporate 

earnings. Let’s review these three trouble areas for a moment.     

      

Gold Prices        
Most of our clients have an allocation to gold and precious metal investments in their portfolio. You can't 

help but have noticed that gold is on a hot streak. Since the end of January, the price of gold has climbed 

about 20% and the price of precious metal stocks are up about 80%. In the month of April alone, those 

two categories jumped about 5% and 26% respectively. Although I admit it's nice to see part of our 

portfolio doing so well, the price of gold is also an economic trouble sign, kind of a canary in a coal 

mine. It's hard to pinpoint exactly why gold is rising so fast. A lot of people think it has to do with the 

new negative interest rate policy. I worry that Mr. Market is saying something to us through the price of 

gold and the message that Mr. Market may be trying to get across to us may spell trouble for the general 

investment markets.        

Gold Investments Rose Rapidly in April        

        
       

  

A few years ago I went out to dinner with an extended group of my family, including a shirt tail relative 

who is an executive in the mining industry in Canada. During the course of the conversation, somebody 

leaned over and asked Andrew, the gold mining executive, that he would probably be pretty happy if gold 
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shot up to $3,000 an ounce. Andrew shook his head and replied "No I would not! You need to understand 

that if gold rises that quickly and to that high of a level, it means that something is very, very wrong in 

the rest of the world. Trust me, you don't want to see gold prices do that." His reply startled the entire 

table, and I thought about his statement as I watched gold prices shoot up the other week. It is quite 

possible that this movement in the price is meaningless and just a short term burst of volatility, but it is 

worrisome and it does make you wonder if Mr. Market is trying to communicate something to us 

investors.        

               

YTD Prices in Gold, Gold Stocks and US Market        

(Source: Google Finance)        

 

 

Negative Interest Rates (NIRP)        
Another area that is troublesome is the new negative interest rate policy (NIRP). I plan to write a more in 

depth commentary about NIRP in the near future but in the meantime, understand that the major central 

banks of the world are now pushing interest rates into negative territory, and are using negative rates as a 

policy tool - an unprecedented move in the financial history of the world. It's estimated that close to $7 

Trillion of all government bonds worldwide now pay negative interest rates.         
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“It appears that NIRP is becoming the main policy tool for a number of major central 

banks as they battle falling inflation, rising currencies and economic weakness"     

Jeffrey Kleintop, chief global strategist for Charles Schwab    

    

   

        
     

        

This is bizarre and topsy-turvy and difficult to understand. Negative rates have never before been used 

and no one is quite sure how this will all turn out. Some economists theorize that this is fantastic for stock 

prices and real estate and that we'll see a great upward move in stock prices. Others believe that this is a 

last gasp move by the Central Banks of the world to try to stimulate the economy and that if this does not 

work it could cause another financial crash like we had in 2008. Who knows what the truth is? Perhaps 

it's somewhere in between. There are always things to worry about and lots of Chicken Little's running 

around. What is worrisome though is that we have never seen negative interest rates before, nor have we 

seen interest rate manipulation at the magnitude we're seeing around the globe. Again, no one knows how 

this will turn out. We are in the middle of a gigantic financial experiment and you and I are the guinea 

pigs.         
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“We are blessed at the Fed with sophisticated econometric models and superb analysts. 

We can easily conjure up plausible theories as to what we will do when it comes to our 

next tack or eventually reversing course.         
        
   

The truth, however, is that nobody on the committee … really knows what is holding  

back the economy.         
    

        

Nobody really knows what will work to get the economy back on course.         
        

And nobody—in fact, no central bank anywhere on the planet—has the experience of 

successfully navigating a return home from the place in which we now find  

ourselves.”        

                                                           Dallas Federal Reserve President Richard Fisher        
    

        

Corporate Earnings Down for the Fourth Quarter        
The final thing to watch is the ongoing decline in corporate earnings and corporate sales. We are in the 

middle of earnings reporting season, and in general US major corporations have reported declining 

earnings now for four quarters in a row. That's not a good sign and is often, and in fact almost always a 

precursor to a recession.        
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To see a stretch of declining earnings is not unique, and in fact it has often happened in the past. Profits 

tend to rise and fall over time. When earnings fall for several quarters in a row, it sometimes (but not 

always) signals a stock market decline.        

So what shall our response be?  First, let me emphasize that I have no idea, nor does anyone else - even 

folks with lots of letters and certifications and degrees behind their name - know what's going to happen. 

The investment markets have surprised and humbled many gurus, prognosticators, and seers.          

   “Prediction is very difficult, especially if it's about the future.”         

                                             Niels Bohr – Nobel Prize winning physicist        
        

     

It's quite possible that these alarming signs will just blow over with no consequences, and everything 

might be just fine in the future.  It's also possible that some of these policies we're seeing, for example the 
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negative interest rate policy or NIRP could actually boost stock prices and things could go very well for 

us as investors.         

Our client portfolios, which are weighted towards dividend investments and may include a small 

allocation to gold, have done quite well so far this year, and at least thus far have seemed to be well 

positioned for a NIRP environment.        

My opinion is that right now might be a great time to lower our risk level as investors, given some of the 

alarming signals that we're seeing around us.  I would suggest a couple of strategies if you feel these 

reasons are valid and you are as concerned about these areas as I am.          

First, if you are taking income out of your portfolio, consider liquidating some investments to cover the 

next one - two years of planned withdrawals and move that to cash.  If things do go poorly and we have 

some kind of adverse market reaction, it may be comforting to know that we have a couple of years of 

income to draw on without having to touch our investments, and that will give us some time to recover.          

Or - if you are not drawing income from your portfolio, you might consider just increasing your overall 

cash position, maybe generally a 10% increase in cash from existing stock investments, as a way to lower 

your risk level a little bit.         

If we are found to be needlessly squawking in the camp of Chicken Little, and the sky does not fall, a 

move like this will still leave enough of our portfolio invested to enjoy any good times that might be 

ahead of us.  But if these worrisome areas; streaking gold prices, NIRP, and declining earnings, cause 

troubles, defensive moves like this won't eliminate our risk, but at least it will give us a little bit of 

breathing room.        

If you are coming into see us soon, I would be happy to discuss this in more detail in person with you, or 

please feel free to call if you'd like to discuss this before your next scheduled review.  I would also 

encourage you to read last May's newsletter in detail as it spells out some more risk strategies (please see 

the newsletter pasted below.)          

I am deeply committed to your financial well-being, and we are here to serve you and do all we can to try 

to help you meet your financial goals for now and in the future.        

With Warm Regards,        
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Willy        

        

        

William R. Gevers        

     

 Financial Advisor        

        

      

PS: We have been repeatedly asked by clients if they could share these e-mail notes with their friends or 

neighbors. Please feel free to forward this with the stipulation that it may only be forwarded if done so in its 

entirety with no portions omitted. We would be delighted to share our comments and opinions with your 

friends, and welcome your comments and feedback. If you received this and would like to be included on our 

newsletter list, please email us at info@geverswealth.com         

        

Copyright 2016 William R. Gevers. All rights reserved.        

        

        

    

          

Gevers Wealth Management, LLC        

5825 221st Place SE  Suite  102        

Issaquah, WA98027        

Office: 425.902.4840  Fax:     

425.902.4841        

              

http://www.linkedin.com/pub/willy-gevers/4/b15/71a
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http://www.linkedin.com/pub/willy-gevers/4/b15/71a
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Email: wgevers@geverswealth.com         

Website: www.geverswealth.com         

      
     
The views are those of Gevers Wealth Management, LLC, and should not be construed as individual investment advice. All information is believed to be from reliable 

sources; however, no representation is made as to its completeness or accuracy. All economic and performance information is historical and not indicative of future results. 

Investors cannot invest directly in an index. Please consult your financial advisor for more information. Securities and advisory services offered through Cetera Advisor 

Networks LLC Member FINRA/SIPC.  Cetera is under separate ownership from an any other named entity.        
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(This is the Original Newsletter from May 2015)      
      

      

       
       

May 2015       

       

Dow 18,000 – What Should I Do about Risk?       
   

Questions from the Field:       

       

During the course of teaching seminars, writing articles and newsletters, and meeting with clients we hear lots of 
questions. We will try to address some of the more timely and relevant questions that investors, executives, and 
retirees are asking us. Our question(s) for this month are:       

       

       

Q: The US stock market is at an all-time high of 18,000 – is that too expensive?       

What if the stock market goes down? And what should I do if and when it does?       
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With the investment markets hitting all-time highs as I write this letter, the subject once again comes up 

about what to do with risk planning for our portfolios.  While this is always a relevant issue, it may be 

especially timely, given the current prices in the stock markets.  Let's examine some risk planning and 

management strategies that may be relevant, and let's also first discuss valuations.           

Valuation of the Stock Market       

       

Although the Dow and the S&P are bouncing around all-time highs, it's important to remember that the 

valuation of the stock market is more meaningful than the current price of the stock market.  When I 

first started in this business, the Dow was in the 3,000 point range.  Today, it's six times higher than that.  

Does that mean that the stock market is six times more expensive?       

Stocks are fundamentally valued at a multiple of the earnings of the company.  This simple measure is 

sometimes known as the Price/Earnings ratio.  Company earnings and profits have grown through the 

decades, in fact, even since the beginning of the history of our country, therefore stock prices tend to 

naturally rise as earnings rise (and of course if a company has declining earnings, you can expect their 

stock price to drop too.) If the earnings are rising in tandem with stock price, then the value of the 

company might remain the same even as the shares become more expensive in price.          

Company A’s P/E Valuation             

Let’s look at P/E ratios and valuations to try and understand them and what they mean to us as investors.  

Let’s examine “Company A”, one of the largest companies in the world, and named after a common 

fruit; the largest company of both the Dow and the SP500 Index. As of this morning on the date I am 

writing this, Company A’s share price is $126.59. Company A is a very profitable company, so much so 

that if you divided its annual profit by the number of shares outstanding, the profit per share would be 

$8.09/year (this is abbreviated as EPS – Earnings per Share.)          

So if you take Company A’s price and divided it by EPS you get what is called the Price/Earnings Ratio 

or P/E. The equation looks like this $126.59/$8.09 = 15.65.          

So what does the obscure and somewhat geekish term P/E really mean? Let’s try and make it personal. 

Suppose that you had enough money to buy every single share of Company A. If you owned every share, 

than as the sole owner you would also control all the profits too. We know that Company A earned $8.09 

per share. Let’s also suppose that there are 5.76 Billion shares of Company A and you paid the current 
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market price of $126.59/share. So your total purchase price to become the sole owner of Company A is 

$729.16 Billion   (5.76 billion shares x $126.59)       

         

    

    
       

       

Now that you have surpassed Bill Gates as the richest man or woman in the world, you would get to 

enjoy all of Company A’s annual profits too. Your 5.76 Billion shares at an EPS of $8.09 means that you 

will get paid $46.60 Billion annually. Wow – wouldn’t that be fun!          

Now let’s examine your hypothetical purchase and see if it made sense. You paid $729.16B and are 

getting $46.60B in profits annually so your annual return is about 6.39% (Annual Earnings/Price paid = 

Return) And, your company also has a long history of growing profits over time, so your annual 

return might be higher next year and the year after and so on. So, my hypothetical uber-wealthy 

friend, your personal P/E valuation is the PRICE you paid divided by the EARNINGS you received.           

It is helpful as a stock investor to think as though you are buying the entire company to see if the 

valuation makes sense. You might have noticed from our example that the return is equal to the inverse 

of the P/E ratio 1/15.65 = 6.39%. So is 6.39% a fair return? That depends on a number of variables but 

generally and historically yes, a P/E of 17 is about average for the US stock market over the long haul, so      

Company A’s P/E of under 16 could even be considered a small discount (as compared to long-run 

averages).             

Earnings have risen dramatically over the last 10 years, and, as a result, stock prices have followed along. 

The Dow at 10,000 in 1999, right before the big market downturn of 2000, was far more expensive than 

the Dow is today, even though the price was lower.  The price/earnings ratio at the end of 1999 was close 

to 30 which is historically an expensive valuation.  Today it's estimated at around 17, which is more of a 

normal historical valuation.            
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Therefore, although the stock market is at its highest price, the value is not out of line with historical 

average valuations.  This only suggests to us that we are not in a bubble, but it is no guarantee or comfort 

that a drop might occur, as an earnings decline or loss of confidence in investments can easily lead to a 

downturn in the markets.            

 

What about Stock Market Downturns?       
       

And what about downturns?  As I have written about recently, the history of the stock market is a 20% or 

more decline once every three years, dating back to the beginning of the last century.  So no one should 

be shocked or surprised if, or more realistically, when, that happens again.        
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So, we should expect another down turn? It may happen this week, perhaps it will happen next year or 

three years from now. But given market history, it's fairly certain that we will have another one sometime 

soon and certainly many more in our investment lifetimes.  So the real and most relevant question 

becomes what should we do about an impending market down turn.         

There are some fairly simple methods to mitigate investment risk, and there are also some complex and 

sophisticated strategies. Let’s first review simple strategies that might be universally applicable for all 

investors; Spending more, Paying off debt, Pre-funding future income, Re-balancing, Raising cash, 

Allocation shift, Gifts to charity & family, and Timing the Market.       

  

Risk Planning for Investors - Simple Risk Mitigation Strategies       

       

Spend More:       

       

This is my favorite risk mitigation strategy! Here is how it works – let’s say a family had a goal of doing, 

for example a kitchen remodel in the next few years. They might consider liquidating some of their risk 

investments (stocks) now and using the proceeds to pay for the project they have been dreaming of. You 

might recall that we made a similar suggestion in early 2007 – and had the pleasure of seeing many 

families take our advice. A number of dear clients bought new cars, went on trips, remodeled their 

homes, or other fun things, and paid for these purchases from liquidations from stock investments – as it 

turns out not long before a major market downturn. They turned paper gains into tangible purchases that 

made their lives a little better.          

I encourage families to review their future plans and see if this strategy makes sense. Reducing risk 

assets, even a little, and turning a little of that money into something that might bring you joy and that 

you have been planning to do anyway is an easy change to implement.       

       

Pre-fund Future Income Withdrawals:       

       

This is similar to the spend-more strategy, but in this case we want to review future income needs from 

your portfolio and pre-fund these needs by shifting into lower risk places like CD’s or high quality bonds. 

Let’s say for example that a family had planned income of $50,000 per year from their portfolio. They 

could allocate a CD for each year’s income. If they wanted to pre-fund the next 3 years of income, they 

could set aside $50k into 3 CD’s, each scheduled to mature in the year the income was required. (Note: 
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CD rates are currently very low, but rates change and could very well be higher in the future.) In our 

retirement seminars I call this the “Income Bucket”; it has been a very popular strategy with many of our 

retiree clients as it adds a little more certainty to our future retirement income.         

The application here to risk reduction is that we can consider shifting some risk investments like stocks to 

our “Income Bucket” type investments and simultaneously reduce risk and provide for some future 

income at the same time.         

       

Paying off Debt:       

        

Another risk mitigation strategy is to use some gains from our risk assets to pay off debt. If there are 

gains in our portfolio from the market’s rise, an investor could take some of that profit and shift it on 

their balance sheet to reduce debt. Again, this is a very real and tangible way to take paper gains and use 

them to improve our financial life.           

Rebalancing:       

       

Another simple method of risk reduction is to check your portfolio allocation and diversification and 

rebalance if appropriate. Rebalancing entails comparing the current allocation and diversification 

percentages in your portfolio to the goal or plan you have set up, and making adjustments in the areas that 

have grown the most – or declined the most - to balance the portfolio back to goal. The US markets have 

risen dramatically since 2009, potentially skewing a portfolio away from plan. It is always wise to review 

your allocation through good times and bad and consider periodic rebalancing as part of your investment 

planning.       

       
(Note that re-balancing in a non-IRA account could be a taxable event, and if this is the case you may want to consider the 
tax ramifications with your CPA/tax-preparer.)       

       

Raising Cash:       

       

Perhaps the simplest risk reduction strategy of all is to raise our cash levels. Most families like to keep a 

healthy amount of cash outside their investment portfolio. I like to call this cash position our “Sleep at 

Night” money. Taking a liquidation from your portfolio to raise cash is simple and effective at reducing 

overall risk.      
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Shift to a Lower Risk Allocation & Wide Diversification:       

        

An incremental shift of our portfolio allocation may also lessen risk. For example, if your current goal for 

portfolio allocation is 60% stocks and 40% bonds/income, a shift to a notch lower allocation, for example 

50% stocks might help us reduce overall risk (and of course will limit our potential returns too.) This 

might be a great time to review your portfolio allocation and how it relates to your current financial goals 

and life stage, and consider if your allocation is still suitable.            

A properly diversified portfolio may also help reduce risk. Diversification means including multiple 

assets classes for example; US, Global, Emerging Markets, Small and Large Stocks, Gold, Real Estate, 

other Sectors. The man that is called both the wisest and richest person in history, King Solomon, had 

this to say about diversification,        

       

"Divide your portion to seven or even eight, for you do not know what misfortune may occur on 

the earth."       
    

       

Gifts to Family & Charity:       

        

A surprisingly significant group of our clients have little or no need to take income from their investment 

capital. For this group, using some gains to bless family members and their favorite charities might be an 

appropriate action to take. Again, this is a very real and tangible way to take paper gains and use them to 

improve the lives of others we love, and causes we believe in.        
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Timing the Market:       

        

       
Let’s include a scheme that we should avoid. Every investor is tempted to try and guess where the market 

is going and try to time it – to jump in or jump out in an effort to try and avoid risk. What do the world’s 

smartest and richest investors say about market timing?       

       

Warren Buffett – most successful investor in US history:       

       

"The only value of stock forecasters is to make fortune-tellers look good."       

       

Peter Lynch – Famed Fidelity chief, and perhaps the greatest mutual fund manager ever:       

"Far more money has been lost by investors preparing for corrections, or trying to anticipate 

corrections, than has been lost in corrections themselves.”       
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"I can't recall ever once having seen the name of a market timer on Forbes' annual list of the 

richest people in the world. If it were truly possible to predict corrections, you'd think somebody 

would have made billions by doing it."       

Bernard Baruch – Hugely successful stock investor during the Depression years:       

    

"Only liars manage to always be out during bad times and in during good times."                   

       

Wall Street Journal and Fortune:       

    

"Let's say it clearly: No one knows where the market is going-experts or novices, soothsayers or 

astrologers. That's the simple truth."   Fortune       

       

"A decade of results throws cold water on the notion that strategists exhibit any special ability 

to time the markets."  The Wall Street Journal       

       

Trying to time the market is NOT a strategy we want to try with our investments.        

       

Do Absolutely Nothing, and Enjoy It!       

       

How could any investor enjoy a downturn of 20% or more in the stock market? If you are still many 

years away from drawing on your investments – for example ten years or more – and still contributing 

regularly to your portfolio, then history suggests that a market downturn might be a favorable and 

welcomed event for you. Your new investments get a lower price, and any dividends that are reinvested 

also get a lower price which means more shares of your investments and possibly higher values in the 

future when the markets recover. If that scenario describes you, then sit back and enjoy it.         

Additionally, for all investors of all ages, history tells us that full recovery happens relatively soon after a 

downturn, and patience is an investor’s best virtue during market drops. Warren Buffet, the most 

successful investor in US history once described his investment process as, “Passive bordering on      

Slothfulness.”         

  

All of these strategies are simple, and can be quite effective in at least mitigating a little of the impact of a 

downturn. If you are starting to become uncomfortable with your portfolio and risk, you might consider if any of 
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these might work with your financial situation. We can review each of these at our next review meeting, and of 

course are available if you would like to discuss before our next appointment.       

       
Risk Planning for Investors – More Complex Risk Mitigation Strategies       
       

Now let’s review some more sophisticated and complex strategies. These might not be suitable for all 

investors, and you will want to carefully consider the potential benefits and drawbacks of each before 

using them. Some of these more complex strategies include: Overweighting to dividends, Tactical 

Managers, Using Options or Inverses, Using an Annuity, Stop/Loss orders         

Overweighting Dividend Investments:       

       

One of my personal favorite investment strategies are dividend paying investments. This is a fairly simple 

strategy, and the only reason it might be somewhat complex would be in the implementation as many 

investors might have to liquidate and reposition other investments in order to be able to include more 

dividend producing assets in their portfolio mix.       

Dividend paying investments enjoy a distinguished place in the investment pantheon. They tend to go up 

nicely when the markets are up, and do not tend to drop as much when the markets are doing poorly. As 

such they often give investors a little smoother ride during good times and bad. Why do they tend to have 

less risk during market downturns? Think of it this way; Sam Stockowner held 2 securities, one which 

paid him regular income as a dividend, and the other security did not. The markets have a poor year, and 

Sam becomes nervous and wants to sell. Which investment is he likely to sell first? The non-dividend 

payer, and Sam is more likely to hang on to the one that is paying him income. Dividend investments are 

NOT risk-free, they may still drop, but they tend to drop less than non-dividend payers.        

A second significant benefit of dividend investments during a market downturn is the beneficial impact of 

re-investing dividends. If an investor re-invests dividends when stock prices are down, she may get to 

acquire more shares at a lower price. With non-dividend payers you can only wait and hope for the stock 

price to recover, while a dividend payer can be reinvesting into more shares as you wait for a recovery.           

A portfolio heavily weighted towards dividends can be an effective risk reduction strategy because of the 

tendency to lower volatility and the impact of reinvested dividends.            
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Using Tactical Managers:       

       

There are some mutual funds and investment gurus that employ a tactical process to manage investments.  

They have a mathematical algorithm, or economic model, or option writing formula, or forecasting tool,   

or some other black box method to guide how much and when to be allocated to stocks and when to 

reduce or get out of stocks. 

We have sparingly used a few of these in portfolios and some have done well over time. Tactical 

managers occasionally and sometimes spectacularly predict and avoid downturns. When that happens 

those tactical managers become media darlings. After the 2008 crash, some tactical managers avoided 

much of the carnage of that year, and were featured prominently in the financial media on magazine 

covers and with admiring interviews.       

Interestingly, some of these same heroes from a few years ago, woefully underperformed during the last 

few year’s market recovery. That unfortunately is the hallmark of many tactical managers; they might 

miss some of the bear market downturn, they often also may miss out on some or much of the bull market 

upturn. If you have a larger portfolio it might still make sense to allocate a portion to a tactically managed 

account, but you will want to consider carefully their process and performance and how it might impact 

your portfolio during good times and bad.       

        

Options and Inverses:       

       

The option markets offer tools to try and reduce or avoid risk. These are high on the complexity and 

sophistication scale, and you should get good counsel if considering this. One options strategy for risk 

reduction is to buy a “put” option. The put option may be structured so that if the market drops by some 

pre-determined amount during a certain time period, than the put holder can earn a profit – perhaps a 

substantial one. If the markets do not drop, or are flat or even go up, then the put expires worthless and 

the investor has lost the money required to buy that put. If you think that sounds a little like buying 

insurance, you would be right. Just like the money you pay for your yearly insurance premium, if you 

never have an event to trigger a payment, then the premium you paid is lost to you.       

Puts can be relatively expensive and it could easily cost 3% or more of the total value of the portfolio for 

a year’s worth of hedging. Any student of the market can quickly see that continually buying puts is a 

loser’s game, as the stock market is historically positive about seven or more years out of every ten.         
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That being said, if you needed or wanted some short term protection against a market drop, buying a put 

might still be an appropriate tool in some situations.        

There are also certain types of investments that are designed to move in an inverse direction to the 

markets. In other words, if the stock markets go down, these types of investments may increase in value.       

If an investor has very grave concerns about the investment market, but still wants to stay fully invested 

with their portfolio, an addition of an inverse investment like this might reduce some of the pain during a 

market downturn. Keep in mind though that these same investments will most likely lose value if the 

markets move upwards.       

       

Use an Annuity:       

       

Another risk protection strategy to consider is moving a portion of the risk part of the investment 

portfolio into an annuity, such as a fixed annuity, for the guaranteed income benefit. The investor in this 

example has traded some of his capital for a guaranteed lifetime income stream. The purpose is to take 

advantage of the annuity company’s income guarantees which offers some insurance company guarantees 

regarding income, and which may be attractive in case of extended poor economic and investment market 

performance. The expenses associated with the annuity guarantees may make this investment quite a bit 

more expensive than other investments in our portfolio. The tradeoff is that adding a guarantee of this 

sort to a portion of our investment income may give us some added risk protection. (Of course should 

always read the prospectus for a complete description. Guarantees are backed by the claims paying 

ability of the issuing company. Annuity’s often have surrender charges, and if you take withdrawals prior 

to age 59 ½ there may be a 10% IRS tax penalty.)        
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Stop/Loss Orders:       

       

Using a Stop/Loss order is yet another risk tool. Some securities can have automated orders put in place 

with a broker, and which may automatically trigger a sell if a certain share price is breached. These can 

be effective, but like any strategy there are some drawbacks and weaknesses. One problem with using 

stop/loss is that unusual volatility might inadvertently trigger a liquidation, even when the investor might 

not have wanted it. For example the security has a sudden drop in price but then recovers. The drop in 

price triggers the stop/loss order and the security is then liquidated at the low price, and the investor 

misses out on the rebound. The infamous flash crash of May 2010 is an extreme example. Partially due to 

some malfunctioning trading technology, the US stock market suddenly and precipitously dropped, and 

then almost as quickly rebounded. Many stop/loss orders were set off, to the deep chagrin and 

disappointment of those investors. Fortunately the exchanges had mercy in this case and let many folks 

cancel those trades, but the scenario is illustrative for us in showing what the worst case is for a stop/loss 

strategy.         

We like to use a stop/loss for, and think the strategy fits particularly well for investors who have large 

blocks of concentrated stock. In this case, a stop/loss might be used to shield at least a portion of that 

concentrated stock from an unexpected drop in price.         

So What Should an Investor Do? - Applications       
       

Perhaps the best tactic an investor can use against market risk is increasing their wisdom and knowledge. 

Every investor should have a good understanding of how much risk there is in their portfolio, and also 

consider what a normal market downturn, or even a worse than normal market drop would do to their 

lifestyle and personal financial situation.        

The simple strategies listed above are almost universal and should be reviewed periodically, especially 

after periods of protracted stock market increases. The more complex ones might also be considered to 

see if they are appropriate for your personal situation.         

And, for all the verbiage about risk planning, the old proverb rings true for investors that, “Time heals all 

wounds!” Many if not most times doing absolutely nothing is the best long term risk strategy, as the 

market works its magic of growth over the years.       
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We hope this conversation is helpful for those of you who have asked us about risk. I look forward to our 

next meeting, and as always our hope and efforts are for your financial success and abundance.       

         

       

       

Warm Regards,       

       

William R. Gevers           

Financial Advisor       

         

    

    

PS: We have been repeatedly asked by clients if they could share these e-mail notes with their friends or 

neighbors. Please feel free to forward this with the stipulation that it may only be forwarded if done so in its 

entirety with no portions omitted. We would be delighted to share our comments and opinions with your friends, 

and welcome your comments and feedback. If you received this and would like to be included on our newsletter 

list, please email us at info@geverswealth.com        

       

Copyright 2015 William R. Gevers. All rights reserved.       

       

  

 
             


